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OVERVIEW: 
INTRODUCTION  
 

The Journey to Quaervaar is a Dungeons 
and Dragons 5E one-shot adventure for 3-
6 players level 2-4 that can be used as a 
standalone resource or expanded into a 
larger narrative. It features a strong focus 
on protecting an important NPC as well as 
players making critical decisions that may 
result in various tangible changes in the 
area. This adventure is set in the D&D 
Forgotten Realms campaign setting of 
Faerûn. 

BACKGROUND 

Tensions brew in the forest of Moonwood! 
The inhabitants of a small elven village 
known as Moonvines worry for their future 
as a mysterious organization of bandits 
threatens the area with forced 
deforestation and arson. The people of 
Moonvines seek the party’s aid to protect a 
herald on the dangerous journey through 
bandit-occupied forest to Quaervaar, 
another town in the southern part of 
Moonwood, in hopes of alerting them to 
the new threat to the area and requesting 
support to fight the bandit organization.  

SYNOPSIS 
 
This one-shot explores the conflict 
between a woodland community and a 
criminal force that seeks to exploit the 
area and destroy the livelihood of its 
inhabitants. If the party accepts the 
request from the citizens of Moonvines, 
they must make important choices 
regarding how to deal with both the active 
threat of the bandits and other, unknown 
dangers they may face. 

ADVENTURE HOOKS  
The following section includes three 
examples of possible ways to bring the 

party into the storyline. This list is not 
exhaustive and may be used or altered 
depending on the narrative of the party. 
 

ADVENTURE HOOK #1 
 
As a forest in Northwest Faerûn 
traditionally known as a peaceful place, the 
party find themselves traveling through 
Moonwood to reach a different location, 
perhaps on the Sword Coast. During this 
journey, they may be accosted by the 
bandits occupying the southern part of the 
forest and aided by rangers from 
Moonvines in the fight. This interaction 
may lead to the party returning to 
Moonvines with the rangers and learning 
more about the city’s plight.  
 

ADVENTURE HOOK #2 

With consideration to any pre-established 
narratives, one way to motivate a party to 
assist the village of Moonvines is using a 
bond from a player character. A character 
might be from another small town in the 
area, or even from Moonvines itself. Elven 
or Half-Elven characters may have a 
relative in Moonvines who reaches out to 
the adventurers for help.  
 

ADVENTURE HOOK #3 

If the party has shown interest in taking 
mercenary jobs, they may learn of a request 
for adventurers in the village of Moonvines 
through a callboard or word of mouth. The 
High Council of Moonvines promises 
compensation to anyone who can assist 
them against the new bandit threat. 
Moonvines cannot safely send word south 
to Quaervaar through the occupied parts of 
the forest, but they have called for 
adventurers’ aid in northern villages and 
cities. Any city in Northwest Faerûn could 
serve as the starting location, depending on 
how much the party is interested in 
traveling.  
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CHAPTER ONE: 

DESPERATE BEGINNINGS   
 

The High Council of Moonvines seeks the 
party’s help to protect a herald through 
the dangerous, bandit-occupied area of 
Moonwood. For roughly the past month, 
bandits have invaded the forest for 
unknown reasons, destroyed wildlife, and 
injured Moonvines rangers. The council 
promises to reward the party handsomely 
if they can safely bring word of 
Moonvines’ troubles to Quaervaar, a 
larger, rugged southeastern town in the 
forest with stronger infrastructure for 
fighting. The party is given information 
and introduced to the scout they will be 
escorting by Thessyl (he/him, NG), an 
older, soft-spoken Moon Elf and member 
of the High Council. He explains to the 
party that the rest of the High Council, the 
5-person leading body of Moonvines, are 
currently busy taking stock of village 
resources in preparation for potential 
conflict.  

MEETING SAURA 

Saura (she/her, CG) is a friendly half Moon 
Elf scout who has been chosen to make the 
difficult journey to Quaervaar. She is short 
and agile. As an experienced scout and 
herald, she is adept in forest navigation. 
However, due to the increased bandit 
presence, she is hesitant to travel alone and 
pleased to have the party by her side. She is 
open to discussion with the adventurers 
regarding how to navigate the forest but 
seems certain that the safest route is to 
attempt a stealth mission directly through 
bandit territory. Saura uses the Spy stat 
block (note: relevant stat blocks for this 
adventure can be found starting on page 
13).  

 
Saura 
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AN UNEXPECTED ENCOUNTER 
 
Less than an hour after leaving Moonvines 
with Saura, the party may make a DC14 
Perception check observing the forest 
around them. If successful, they notice 
that they are being stalked by three 
bandits who are preparing to attack. This 
can avert the players being surprised by 
the bandits when they violently accost the 
party from the dense woodland 
undergrowth. They use the bandit stat 
block. One uses scimitars as his primary 
weapon and two use light crossbows. After 
defeating the assailants, if the party 
attempts to gain information from a 
surviving bandit hostage, the hostage will 
be unwilling to relinquish any 
information. On a successful DC12 
Intimidation check, the hostage will 
bitterly inform the party that they are one 
of many and that that “Belril will deal with 
you soon enough” but refuses to elaborate 
on what the bandits are planning or who 
Belril is.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

FACED WITH A CHOICE 
 
Saura is visibly unnerved by the speed of 
the bandit attack and regroups with the 
party to discuss their options. She shares 
that she was initially hesitant to try 
alternative paths, but that there is a 
different way to get to Quaervaar. At this, 
she pulls out a well-worn map of the 
greater Moonwood area (Page 5) Ages ago, 
citizens of Moonvines and Quaervaar, as 
well as traveling adventurers, journeyed 
through a system of underground tunnels 
between the two towns due to the presence 
of dangerous animals in the forest. 
However, as the tunnels became less  
maintained and the wildlife of the forest 
changed, the underground passage 
between the towns fell into disrepair and 
has barely been used for the past several  
hundred years. At this, the party may make 
the choice to either continue through the 
forest to seek answers regarding the 
bandits and Belril or avoid being targeted 
by the bandits and instead brave the risks 
of an ancient underground cavern. The 
choice to take either the “forest path” or 
“tunnel path” will affect the narrative and 
encounters for the rest of the adventure. 
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THE MOONWOOD MAP 
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CHAPTER TWO:  

THE FOREST PATH    
 

It takes roughly a full day of travel to 
journey through Moonwood, particularly if 
the party is interested in stealth. As the 
adventurers continue their journey, a 
successful DC10 Perception check will 
show that although the forest appears lush 
and healthy at first glance, there are 
strange symbols that Saura can’t identify 
scratched on many trees and a faint smell 
of smoke coming from the south. On a 
successful DC15 History check examining 
the markings, an adventurer may recall 
that the shape—a flame with a crossed 
sword and bow etched through it—
resembles an ancient bandit symbol of 
northwestern Faerûn which featured a 
single sword over a flame. Aside from the 
bandit threat, the forest is full of wildlife 
that may be ambivalent, fearful, or hostile 
to the party depending on the creature and 
how the party chooses to travel through 
the forest.  

WOODLAND ENCOUNTERS  

IN HIDING                                                           
 
As the party navigates Moonwood and any 
woodland encounters they may face, they 
continue to see signs of danger in the 
forest and can infer that they are deep in 
bandit territory. Saura is visibly 
concerned, and tells the party that this 
area of the forest does not look like it used  

 
to. A successful DC15 Survival check will 
reveal that the party has been wandering 
off track and has traveled in a circle for the 
past hour. As the party regains their 
footing or continues to wander, they are 
accosted in a small clearing by five bandits 
coming from behind them. Saura 
encourages the party to run from the 
bandits and lose them in the dense brush 
of Moonwood. On a successful DC10 
Stealth check, the party is concealed and 
may observe the bandits from a safe 
distance.  
 

BELRIL REVEALED  
 

Suddenly, another bandit appears from the deep 

forest surrounding the clearing. His clean armor, 

polished daggers, and alert eyes set him apart 

from the other bandits you have seen in the 

forest. A strong scent of smoke follows him as he 

steps into the light. His facial features are 

undoubtedly Moon Elven, but his low, rumbling 

voice and merciless smile remove any question 

of him being a citizen of Moonvines.  

 

1D6 RANDOM ENCOUNTERS IN MOONWOOD  

1- Brown Bear 

2- 2 Giant Wasps 

3- Nyxborn Lynx 

4- 2 Swarms of Insects 

5- 4 Boars 

6- 2 Apes 
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Belril (he/him, NE) is a ¼ Moon Elf bandit 
captain with a faint sorcerer’s bloodline 
who sees Moonvines as a resource to 
exploit with no regard to the inhabitants 
of the forest. He is tall, pale, and dressed in 
clean leather and cloth armor. As he 
speaks, he idly lights and snuffs a small 
flame in his right palm. He appears calm 
and collected regardless of the 
circumstances he arrives to. If the party 
evades the six bandits, he may arrive 
mysteriously in the clearing where the 
bandits are angrily lamenting their lost 
prey. If the party chooses to fight the 
bandits, he arrives at the end of the fight 
and urges the bandits to leave, before 
encouraging the party to “come find him,” 
then casting invisibility on himself. If one 
or more members of the party fail their 
stealth check, Belril may arrive and 
attempt to take them prisoner. If the rest 
of the party attacks, he will tell the party to 
find him and cast invisibility on himself.  

DISCOVERING THE CAMP    
 

With Belril revealed and the bandits 
continuing to sweep through the area, the 
party may navigate towards the bandit 
camp by following the smell of smoke. 
Through a successful DC12 Investigation 
check, the party finds the camp, a 
handmade clearing with several makeshift 
tents, an area of cut trees, and a small 
bonfire at its center. Two bandits and a 
Dire Wolf stand guard over the entrance. 
After defeating the trio, the party has 
access to the camp, which appears to be 
empty due to the increased bandit 
patrolling. However, a DC15 Perception 
check reveals that Belril is standing behind 
the fire, waiting for the party to enter the 
camp. Information on the confrontation 
with Beilril can be found in chapter three’s 
“Battling Belril” section.  

THE TUNNEL PATH  

 
Through the dense underbrush of Moonwood, a 

large boulder juts out of an otherwise verdant 

forest. Light trickles through the forest canopy, 

glinting on the pale gray stone. The smell of 

damp earth is strong and pleasant, and in the 

distance, birds chirp in song. Saura points to the 

bottom of the boulder. “If the legends are true, I 

think we have to crawl under there.” 

The tunnel entrance is a short walk from 
the party’s original departure point, in an 
uninhabited, lush area of the forest. To 
enter the cavern, the party must use the 
ancient, secret entrance found by crawling 
under the boulder. 

NOT ALONE  
 
M1: (Map on page 9) A roughly hewn stone 
room opens from the tunnel. Already, the 
light is scarce, and the temperature has 
dropped significantly. A DC15 Perception 
success reveals a distant smell of blood. 
Saura reminds the party that as far as she 
knows it has been hundreds of years since 
anyone has travelled this tunnel, so it is 
essential to stay alert. This is also a 
possible location for a random cavern 
encounter (table on next page). 
 
M2: Continuing their descent into the 
tunnel, the air grows even colder, and the 
floors of the cavern are slick with 
moisture. A successful DC10 Dexterity save 
must be made for party members to keep 
their footing and not stumble or fall, 
possibly taking a small amount of damage 
and alerting other inhabitants of the 
tunnel to their presence. The party enters 
a significantly larger and rougher room. A 
DC12 Perception check success provides a 
sense that the players are not  
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alone. Spells such as Detect Evil and Good 
detect a ghostly presence in the room. If 
the party attempts to continue through the 
room, they will be stopped by a small, 
semi-transparent woman wearing 
damaged armor, who asks them 
repeatedly if they know what is below but 
does not appear to have the answer 
herself. On a DC12 Persuasion check, the 
party may convince her that they can 
overtake whatever is below. Alternatively, 
the party may discover that they can walk 
right through the woman if they so desire. 
The woman (LN) is nonviolent towards the 
party and uses the Ghost stat block if 
additional information is needed.  

DISCERNING THE PAST  
 
M3: A much smaller room than the 
previous one, and even slicker. If the 
players check their boots or examine the 
floors under torchlight at any point, it is 
readily apparent that the slippery 
substance on the floor is blood which 
appears strangely fresh for a tunnel that is 
otherwise dusty, cavernous, and very 
quiet. There are a handful of ancient-
looking skeletons around the edge of the 
room that appear to be wearing 
adventuring armor, but no undead or evil 
presences can be detected in the room’s 
vicinity. 
 
M4: As the descent slows and the tunnel 
evens into a long passageway, the smell of 
blood grows stronger. This room features 
the tunnel path boss fight, a Gibbering 
Mouther. More information can be found 
on this monster in chapter three’s 
“Confronting What Lurks” section. This 
room has the most treacherous and slipper 
footing which can be identified to be a  
 
 
 

result of the Gibbering Mouther’s strange, 
sliding movements on the floor with its 
grotesque liquified form. Also, the spectral 
energies of this room are strong and 
heavy, as the spirit of departed 
adventurers suffer in collective agony. 
  
M5: Following a sharp upward incline in 
the slope of the tunnel, a small, cavernous 
space opens into a grove of various 
colorful mushroom colonies, with dappled 
light streaming in from above. A DC15 
Nature check, if successful, may discern a 
scarce but helpful mushroom with curative 
properties. At the DM’s discretion, the 
players may harvest some of these 
mushrooms for 1D8 healing. 
 

CAVERN ENCOUNTERS  

 
 
 
 

1D4 RANDOM ENCOUNTERS IN THE TUNNEL 

1- 4 Giant Centipedes 

2- Giant Toad 

3- 2 Swarms of Insects (Spiders) 

4- Animated Armor  
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CHAPTER THREE: 

FOREST PATH: BATTLING 
BELRIL 
 

Belril uses the Bandit Captain stat block, 
but also has a small library of spells and 
cantrips at his disposal. These include: 

- Acid Splash 
- Fire Bolt 
- Prestidigitation  
- Hellish Rebuke 
- Invisibility 

If there is an elf in the party, he will 
prioritize attacking them and Saura. If not, 
he will focus his attention on Saura, 
identifying her as a citizen of Moonvines. 
Throughout the fight, Belril speaks matter 
of factly to the party about his “grand 
plans to finally make use of all that 
Moonwood has to offer” and chastises the 
adventurers for “not supporting his 
ambitions.” If the party reduces Belril to a 
low number of hit points, he will turn his 
attention to escape into the forest, which 
may lead to a Stealth (Belril) vs Perception 
(Party member) contest, a Dexterity 
contest, or other outcome at the DM’s 
discretion. If Belril is killed, the leader of 
the Moonwood bandits is destroyed and 
any remaining bandits flee. If Belril is 
captured, he will openly share with the 
party that he is related to a Moon Elf from 
Moonvines as well as a human sorcerer but 
was raised primarily in Silverymoon. He 
visited Moonvines a handful of times as a 
child and was surprised by the small 
population compared to the vastness of 
the forest. From this, he concluded that 
Moonwood was being misused, and that it 
would be better for it to be logged for 
strong timber. Despite captivity, Belril will 
discuss his aspirations openly with the 
party, and will attempt to convince them 
to join his cause.  

 

TUNNEL PATH: CONFRONTING 
WHAT LURKS 

The Gibbering Mouther in M4 of the tunnel 
serves as the final boss for the underground 
path. It is a hideous, blood red, 7 ft tall 
creature with furious eyes and fanged 
mouths covering the entirety of its’ slimy 
form. It absentmindedly babbles old 
adventuring tales and hums bardic ballads, 
as it is an amalgamation of the previous 
adventurers that it has eaten in the dark of 
the tunnel. Defeating the Gibbering 
Mouther frees the souls of the adventurers 
trapped within, and if it is killed the 
spectral cursed energies of the cavern 
disappear and the party is able to continue 
their journey.  

POSSIBLE OUTCOMES  
 
The following section includes several 
examples of possible ending scenarios for 
the party. Some adventurers may find 
unlikely ways to deal with the situation 
posed by this one-shot, so these three 
options are organized into general 
categories for simplicity and are not 
necessarily the only outcomes that may 
occur.  
 

FOREST PATH: SUCCESSFUL  
 
If the party can defeat Belril and his 
bandits, they may choose either to return to 
Moonvines or continue to Quaervaar with 
news of their success. On returning to 
Moonvines, they are greeted again by 
Thessyl who is relieved to hear the news 
and promptly calls the High Council to 
order to give formal thanks to the party and 
bestow rewards. If they choose to continue 
to Quaervaar, the party is met by stationed 
guards at the town gate who escort them 
through the town, which appears to be a 
rugged trading post, to Nia Understep  
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(she/her, LG), a stern but good-natured 
middle-aged Halfling who currently serves 
as the captain of the Quaervaar Guard. 
Captain Understep is glad to hear of the 
party’s success against the bandits but is 
concerned that her guards did not 
recognize the threat sooner. She 
communicates with Saura about the 
Moonvines Rangers and the Quaervaar 
Guard keeping in closer contact, then 
provides the party with financial 
compensation for their service.  
 

TUNNEL PATH: SUCCESSFUL  

After emerging from the tunnel, the party 
finds themselves back in Moonwood, only a 
brief walk away from the gated town of 
Quaervaar. Even from the outside, 
Quaervaar is clearly a much larger town 
than Moonvines. Upon approaching the 
gate, the party is met by stationed guards 
who escort them through the town to their 
leader, Captain Nia Understep. Captain 
Understep is pleasantly surprised to hear of 
the party’s successful journey through the 
tunnel, but very concerned by the presence 
of a bandit foothold in Moonwood that her 
patrol guards had not identified. She 
compensates the party for their service of 
safely escorting Saura and may, at the DM’s 
discretion, ask if the adventurers would be 
willing to assist in dealing with the bandit 
threat.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“UNSUCCESSFUL” MISSIONS  

Although there are many ways for the party 
to successfully work through the content of 
the adventure, there are also some 
situations that could lead to difficulties. For 
example, Saura actively participates in 
encounters and may fight and take damage 
throughout the adventure. If Saura dies at 
any point, the party, if able to do so, must 
choose whether to return to Moonvines to 
share the bad news where they will be met 
with intense grief and confusion, or 
continue to Quaervaar where they may 
struggle to convince the guard of 
Moonvines’ plight, particularly if none of 
the party members are elven/half-elven. 
Alternatively, if Belril, after taking heavy 
damage during the final forest path 
encounter, is able to escape, then the party 
may take on an extended tracking mission 
or reconcile with the risks of an enemy on 
the run and bring this news to Quaervaar. 
These are only a few examples of many 
possible “unsuccessful” or mixed success 
situations that the party may find 
themselves in.  
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REWARDS AND XP 

This adventure rewards roughly 700-1,200 
XP and is easily scalable depending on 
character levels. The forest path is higher in 
XP than the tunnel path, but this can be 
altered for parties of varying levels by 
adding random encounters to the tunnel 
path for higher level adventurers or 
removing encounters/decreasing the 
number of enemies per encounter for 
lower-level adventurers on the forest path. 
In terms of physical rewards, regardless of 
path, Captain Understep may reward a 
successful party with a gold reward 
appropriate to the level, motivation, and 
style of the party. On the forest path, if the 
players defeat Belril, they may make a DC12 
check to see that his boots are Boots of 
Elvenkind:https://www.dndbeyond.com/m
agic-items/boots-of-elvenkind for item 
information. Belril also carries a pouch 
with a moderate amount of gold pieces for 
the party to loot. On the tunnel path, if the 
party succeeds on the M5 nature check, 
they may carry out a variety of interesting 
mushrooms with both curative and 
poisoning properties. Additionally, on a 
successful DC12 Investigation check in M3, 
the party may find a moderate amount of 
gold in various pouches in the clothing and  
armor on the adventurers’ corpses.   

 

STAT BLOCKS 
 

Note: this section only includes stat blocks 
directly used by NPCs/enemies in this 
one-shot. All stat blocks for the random 
encounter tables can be found at 
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AUTHOR’S NOTE: 

Thank you so much for purchasing my one-

shot! This is my first time publishing D&D 

content, and it has been an amazing 

educational experience. I am excited to work on 

more projects like this in the future. Special 

thanks to Storytelling Collective for creating the 

awesome program that I was able to be a part of 

this summer. Happy adventuring! 
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Adelina Rose Gowans is a freshman at the 

Savannah College of Art and Design studying 

storytelling and concept development. Her 

writing and art have been recognized by the 

National YoungArts Foundation and Scholastic 

Art & Writing Awards. More of her personal 

projects and collaborations can be found at: 

https://www.adelinarose.me. 
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